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Abstract – To specify and define a multi-sensor
tracking (MST) system, the tasks of sensor suite
definition and data fusion concepts and algorithms
definition should be performed. Data Fusion Test Bed
(DFTB) is designed to model the MST system and to
enable simulation of targets and sensors, and
implementation of data fusion and sensor management
algorithms and their post-execution performance
evaluation. DFTB outputs are scenarios, simulated
targets and sensor detections (including potential
detections), illumination statistics, intermediate data
fusion results, final data fusion results and analysis
results. These results can be presented in form of data
files, tables, graphics and replay.
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1 Introduction

To specify and define an MST System, the following
tasks should be performed:
• Sensor suite definition, in terms of types, amount,

characteristics and deployment of the required
sensors

• Performance envelopes establishment for candidate
sensor suites vs. specific threat scenarios

• Sensors interoperability and management concepts
and algorithms definition

• Sensors data fusion concepts and algorithms
definition for the selected sensor suite(s)

These tasks are designated for Data Fusion Test Bed
(DFTB), designed to model the MST system and to
enable simulation of target motion and emissions,
sensor detections with or without preprocessing, data
fusion and sensor management.

DFTB consists of the following components:
• Implementation of targets, sensors and

environment models
• MMI to enable various sensor suites and targets

scenarios definition
• Implementation of the MST algorithms in the Data

Fusion (DF) module
• Post-Execution Performance Evaluation (PEPE)

tools
 

 The DFTB functional decomposition and principal data
flow diagram is shown in the Figure 1.
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 Figure 1 : DFTB functional decomposition
 
 The main requirement for the DFTB is to serve as an
operations research support tool for the task defined
above. This means that the DFTB shall enable the
following:
• Comparison of the estimated and the reference

Targets Situation Picture (TaSP)
• Comparison of the results for various sensor suites

(per the same threat scenario and environment),
differing from each other by sensor types,
deployments, technical characteristics (sensitivity
analysis) and operation modes

• Analysis of  sensitivity to threat scenarios and
environment characteristics

 
 DFTB can run multitude of scenarios automatically
without operator interaction according to operator
defined task list.



 
 DFTB outputs are scenarios, simulated targets and
sensor detections (including potential detections),
illumination statistics, intermediate data fusion results,
final data fusion results and analysis results.
 These results can be presented in form of data files,
tables, graphics and replay.
 

 2 DFTB Functional Decomposition
 
 DFTB is programmed in C++ under Windows /NT,
using COM technology. It consists of the following
subsystems:
• INF – Infrastructure
• DCT – Data Control
• CFG – Configuration
• EDN – Entities Definition
• SIM –Simulation
• DFSM – Data Fusion and sensor management
• OWS – Operator Workstation

• PEPE – Post Execution Performance Evaluation
 

 3 Subsystems Description
 3.1 INF Subsystem
 Infrastructure subsystem provides support and services
for other subsystems. It includes the following
functions:
• Executives for various run modes
• Shared memory services

• Communication
• Utilities (sorting, external file transformations)
 

 3.2 DCT Subsystem
 Data Control Subsystem provides services for all other
subsystems and consists of the following sub functions:
• Interface to commercial database (SQL server)
• Support for entities definition, scenario definition,

intermediate and final results storage and
management, PEPE analysis, and statistics
representation

• Interfaces for inter sub system data transfer
 

 3.3 CFG Subsystem
 Configuration subsystem provides the following system
services:
• Watchdog and restart capability
• Time operations and synchronization
• Coordinate transformations
• File services (all input and output files have

uniform format)

• Run Manager which includes sub functions:
 

 3.4 EDN Subsystem
 Entities definition subsystem is used for the following
entities definition:
• Platforms

• Emitters
• Threats
• Routes
• Targets and target scenario
• Data Fusion and Sensor Management items
• Sensors and sensor scenario
• External systems
• Environment
• Scenario tables
• Scenario events
• Scenario description including scenario queuing
 
 Scenario entities are divided into simple (SSE) and
composite (CSE) ones. The following SSEs exist in
DFTB: platform, emitter, threat, route, target, data
fusion and sensor management item (DFSM), sensor,
external system, and environment. Only SSEs like
threats, targets, environment and sensors with or
without DFSM(s) can comprise CSE. In this case SSEs
are components of the CSE. CSE can be built on the
basis of SSEs or/and CSEs in any combination if the
opposite is not specified explicitly. At CSE creation, its
components are copied into derived entity and therefore
become mutually independent of their source
components.
 
 Any characteristic of any CSE component can be
changed without affecting the source entity.
 
 Certain set of entities like targets, sensors, and data
fusion items comprises a DFTB scenario. The latter is
also treated by the system as entity.
 If any characteristic of SSE has been altered, there
exists a possibility to apply this alteration to derived
components according to operator decision.
 
 Each entity is unambiguously identified by its tag.
 
 Characteristics of all entities comprising the scenario
must be defined.
 These characteristics are divided into global,
intermediate and partial. Global characteristics are
applied to the whole scenario and can be established
and changed only per scenario. Intermediate
characteristics are applicable to composite entities and
can be established and changed only per such entity.
Partial characteristics are applicable to simple entities.
 The global characteristics form a subset of intermediate
characteristics. The latter in turn comprise a subset of
partial characteristics. If the same attribute has
different values in global, intermediate and partial
characteristics then the global value overrides the
intermediate one, which in turn overrides the partial
one.
 

 3.5 SIM Subsystem
 Simulator subsystem includes the following functions:
• Target simulation function
• Environment simulation function
• Detection simulation function



• External systems simulation function
• Events dispatcher
 
 Target Simulation
 Target scenario serves as input to target simulation.
The simulation is performed as follows:
• Target locations and kinematics characteristics are

updated.
• For each target emitter characteristics are

established based on events which took place during
last interval.

 
 The results of simulation are made available for sensor
simulation at the end of time slice.
 
 Environment Simulation
 The environment models are implemented in the
simulation software, invoked to generate the scenario
environment according to the environment entities
definition.
 
 Sensor Simulation
 Input to sensor simulation consists of sensor scenario,
scenario tables, environment scenario, scenario events,
and output of target simulation.
 
 The following steps are performed per sensor:
• For each target the opportunity of detection at

given time instant is established taking into account
environment characteristics.

• Detection parameters are calculated taking into
account scenario events

• Emitter identification is performed using detection
parameters.

 
 The modeling for the sensors is based on the following
principles:
• For every target detection opportunity check

whether its emissions, if any, are detectable by the
sensor.

• If yes, compute the signal reaching the sensor,
taking into account the relative target/sensor
geometry, and the signal path in the media between
the target and the sensor, including its attenuation,
refraction and reflections. The physical
environment features will be simulated to directly
modulate the detection process according to general
laws of physics behind the detection process. This
task will be accomplished without any attempt to
solve on-line the wave equation.

• Compute noise and interference accompanying the
signal.

• Compute Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Pd
using the corresponding sensor equation and setting
of Pd/Pfa adjustment.

• Generate detection as a random event obeying
uniform distribution between 0 and 1, according to
the computed probability of detection.

• Given the detection, generate the measurement
using Gaussian function with the actual target
location plus the sensor bias as a mean, and the
sensor inaccuracies (computed as functions of the
SNR) as standard deviations.

• Generate false measurements according to
binomial distribution, dependent upon the adjusted
Pfa.

 
 In the particular case of the ESM sensor, its simulation
flow chart is shown in Figure 2.
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 Figure 2 : ESM Sensor Simulation
 

 Local Sensor Management defines the sensor usage, in
terms of time to be spent in a certain angular sector and
frequency diapason, both without and with the
knowledge of the threat existence. These parameters
are defined at the stage of the sensor deployment.
 
 The parameter governing the Signal Processing and
Deinterleaving is the size of the buffer, characterizing
the sensor’s ability to accumulate signals for the
processing. The result is simulated according to the
ratio between the actual number of pulses and the
buffer size.
 In addition, the threats table is used to compare the
actual emitter electronic parameters with the measured
ones, in order to arrive to the decision about the threat
type in the sensor.
 
 As far as the “signal tracking” (Association, Estimation
and ATF maintenance) is concerned, the process is
simulated by means of definition of parameters’
deviations vector, and probabilities of mis-initiating
new ATF entree given the deviations.



 
 The output of sensor simulation is fed to the
corresponding DFSM.
 

 3.6 DFSM Subsystem
 The purpose of the TASP generation in the DFTB is to
provide unified means of the sensor characteristics
(Measures of Performance) transformation into
operational MST system Measures of Effectiveness.
 
 Sensor management in the MST system, modeled in the
DFTB, deals with the problem of optimal (system-wise)
sensor resources allocation to the tasks of targets
acquisition, and tracking and identification of the
detected targets, according to the target priorities.
 

 3.7 OWS Subsystem
 OWS subsystem provides common part of MMI for
EDN, SIM and DFSM subsystems and consists of the
following functions:
• TaSP presentation
• Playback
• Switch actions for  SIM, DFSM, and CFG
• Intermediate results presentation
 

 3.8 PEPE Subsystem
 Post Execution Performance Evaluation subsystem is
subdivided into the following functions (extensive MMI
and DCT support is required for all PEPE functions):
• SIM and DFSM results preprocessing
• DFSM results analysis per given scenario
• Statistics per given scenario set
 
 The main performance analysis capabilities is based on
comparison between the actual (simulated) and the DF
generated Situation Picture.
 Time series of FOM’s are available.
 Results and statistics for sensor data input rates are
available.
 The FOM’s of PEPE are available for evaluation in the
following reports:
 • Comprehensive final results
 • Results for each sensor and each activity
 • Results for each track
 • Tracks to true path association for each true path
 • True paths to track association for each track

 

 4 DFTB Phases
 4.1 Pre-run (Scenario Preparation)
 Input is received from DFTB operator, which defines
scenario entities using EDN. All entities are stored in
Databases. After completion of this phase all scenario
entities are defined and particular scenario is ready for
usage at the following phase.
 

 4.2 Run
 Operator requests and either scenario entities prepared
at the previous phase or live detections are used as

input for this phase. Output contains estimated TaSP
and/or “true” TaSP if scenario entities served as input.
The results are stored for usage at the next phase.
 

 4.3 Post-run (Analysis and Comparison)
 Inputs for this phase are DFTB operator requests and
output of the ‘Run’ phase. Outputs are various
statistical reports based on “true” TaSP and PEPE
results of comparison between estimated and “true”
TaSP.
 

 5 Run Configurations
 
 The following run configurations are distinguished:
• Comprehensive configuration in which target

simulation, sensor simulation, and data fusion are
performed. Target emissions can be controlled.
Sensor management is enabled. Outputs: True TaSP
and estimated TaSP.

• Restricted configuration in which target simulation
is not performed but target characteristics are
received from external storage. Target emissions
can not be controlled. Sensor management is
enabled. Outputs are identical to those in
comprehensive configuration.

• Partial configuration. In this configuration targets
do not exist and sensor detections are received from
external storage. Sensor management is disabled.
Outputs: estimated TaSP.

 

 6 Run Modes
 
 DFTB scenario can be executed in the following modes:
• Scaled real time mode, which is employed with

comprehensive, restricted, and partial
configurations. In this mode time is slowed down by
required factor.

• Quasi real time mode is operated like scaled real
time mode, but has no time constraints at all. It
means that the following step is performed only
after the previous one has been completed.

• Play mode. All available information resulted from
one of the previous runs is replayed without any
processing.

7 Conclusions

The DFTB described in this paper is not the only
known test-bed available for the task of sensor suite and
MST algorithms operations research. For example, a
test-bed developed to support Canadian HALIFAX
class ships dada fusion studies is reported in [1].

However, the DFTB presented here is, to the best of our
knowledge, the most generic operations research
support tool, not restricted to any particular
configuration of either the sensors or the targets.
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